
The Jester Puzzle Solution File 
*One Puzzle Per Page 

 
Note:  The puzzles you solve are used to eliminate suspects from the King’s Court 

Technologies handbook 
   



Snakes and Ladders 
 

Solution:  I exist alone but I live for the king’s entertainment.   
 
Use this to eliminate everyone who is coming to the party with a +1   



 

The Fool 
 

Solution:  plenty of royalty here but no jester 
 
You should have a chessboard flyer from King’s Court Technology with several people’s 
photographs.  You can use the solution from The Fool message to eliminate these as 
suspects.   
   



 
 

Jester Cap/Numbers and Letters 
 

Solution: I always make sure the table where I sit I’m fully surrounded by people that I 
trust.  If there are gaps that creates weakness and if I can’t trust you then you are 
literally dead to me.   
 
Use the seating chart to determine which tables have empty seats.  Eliminate those 
people at tables with empty seats.     



Waiter Interview 
 

Solution:  I have a bad habit of speaking in pig latin when i’m drunk.  Someone spiked 
my water bottle.  I think the reason they did it is because they needed my badge.  It 
accesses the service elevator.  I lost it a couple of hours ago.   I wasn’t even really paying 
attention.  I was too busy trying to get the phone number of the lady with glasses who 
works in customer service.   Not the one with three names.   She has spent all night on 
the dance floor.   By the way the elevator code is found on my badge.   It is one to one.   
 
This eliminates the lady with glasses who works in customer service who was on the 
dance floor all night.  It also provides you with the password for the elevator which are 
the numbers between the ones on the waiter’s badge.   
   



 

Opening the Elevator 
 

Code:  8792 
   



Unlocking the Safe 
 

Code:  1145 
   



Unlocking the Phone 
 

Passcode:  voila 
   



Using the Keypad that Unlocks the 
Storage Room 

 
Code:  434687 
   



Places to Take Note of When 
Eliminating Suspects: 

 
1. Snakes and ladders solution 
2. Numbers and letters/jester’s hat solution 
3. Unlocked phone contents 
4. Those who are +1 on guest list vs those who come alone 
5. Those who aren’t on the guest list at all 

 
   



 
 

Shredded Document 
 

1. Scroll down to see what the shredded document looked like before it was 
shredded. 



 
   



Decoding the Shredded Document 
 

The subject line says to string lines 2 and 4 of key together then flip end to end.  
Lines 2 and 4 together would be:  monlightabcdefjkpqrsuvwxyz 
Flipped end to end that would be:  zyxwvusrqpkjfedcbathgilnom 
 
Use that to decode the alphabet:  
 
zyxwvusrqpkjfedcbathgilnom 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
 
So z=a, y=b, and so forth until you get to the end where m=z 
 
This will give you what you need to decipher the shredded note’s contents. 
 
Here is what the note should read once decoded: 
 
I have a buyer. Benjamin Franklin is walking into the bank. Do you follow? 
 
Without question. 
 
Absolutely. 
 
Great. Artemis at BVI is ready to pay up. 
   



Final Solution 
 

Final Unlock:  franklincampos 


